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Thermal Augmented Expression Recognition
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Abstract—Visible facial images provide geometric and appearance patterns of facial expressions and are sensitive to illumination changes. Thermal facial images record facial temperature
distribution and are robust to light conditions. Therefore, expression recognition is enhanced by visible and thermal image fusion.
In most cases, only visible images are available due to the
widespread popularity of visible cameras and the high cost
of thermal cameras. Thus, we propose a novel visible expression recognition method by using thermal infrared (IR) data as
privileged information, which is only available during training.
Specifically, we first learn a deep model for visible images and
thermal images. Then we use the learned feature representations
to train support vector machine (SVM) classifiers for expression
classification. We jointly refine the deep models as well as the
SVM classifiers for both thermal images and visible images by
imposing the constraint that the outputs of the SVM classifiers
from two views are similar. Thermal IR images during training
are then exploited to construct better facial representations and
expression classifiers from visible images. We extend the proposed
thermal augmented expression recognition method for partially
unpaired data, acknowledging that visible images and thermal
images maybe not be recorded synchronously. Experimental
resulton the MAHNOB laughter database demonstrate that the
proposed thermal augmented expression recognition method can
effectively exploit thermal IR images’ supplementary role for visible facial expression recognition during training to obtain better
facial representations and a better visible expression classifier.
The proposed thermal augmented expression recognition method
achieves state-of-the-art expression recognition performance for
both paired and unpaired facial images.
Index Terms—Deep models, facial expression recognition, privileged information, support vector machine, thermal images,
visible images.

I. I NTRODUCTION
ACIAL expression recognition has gained attention in
recent years due to its wide application in human–
computer interaction. Considerable progress has been achieved
in the field of facial expression using visible images and
videos [1]. Although visible images contain geometric and
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appearance patterns of faces that are crucial for facial expression recognition, they are not attuned to illumination changes.
Thermal infrared (IR) images, which record temperature distribution, are not sensitive to illumination conditions. Several
researchers [1]–[5] have utilized expression recognition from
thermal images.
Although IR images are receptive to illumination changes,
they are specifically sensitive to the surrounding temperature
and opaque to glass [6]. Additionally, they do not provide clear
geometric and appearance patterns of faces as visible images
do. Geometric patterns, appearance patterns, and temperature
distribution are all crucial for facial expression recognition.
Therefore, it is beneficial to combine visible images and IR
images for facial expression recognition. This method is currently underutilized [7], and proves the potential of expression
recognition by fusing visible and thermal images. However,
the use of thermal imaging for facial expression recognition
in real-world situations is questionable. In most cases, only
visible images are available due to the prevalence and low cost
of visible cameras compared to thermal IR cameras. Typically
only visible images are available during testing. Images of
two modalities are available during training. We propose using
thermal images as privileged information, only needed during training, to construct a better expression classifier from
visible images and better facial representations that can be
constructed using visible images alone. The thermal images
are not required during testing. Thus, our approach can be
used in real-world applications.
Vapnik and Vashist [8] recently introduced the new
learning model learning using privileged information, and
proposed a discriminative model called support vector
machine (SVM)+ [8]. The basic idea of SVM+ is to use privileged information to predict the slack variables in the SVM.
Their experimental results of digit recognition [8] demonstrate
that SVM+ classifiers trained on low-resolution digit images
with the help of privileged information reach similar accuracies compared with results trained on high-resolution images
with SVM. SVM+ assumes that privileged information and
regular features share the same slacking variable. This assumption is potentially restrictive and unrealistic for some applications. Instead of using SVM+ directly, we propose a novel
method, referred as deep two-view support vector machine,
to classify expressions from visible images using thermal
images with the similarity constraint. First, we adopt two deep
networks: one to learn visible facial representations from visible images, and one to learn thermal facial representations
from thermal images. Then we train two classifiers to recognize expressions from visible facial representation and thermal
facial representation. During classifier training, we simultaneously refine the deep models and classifiers for both thermal
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images and visible images, with the constraint that the outputs of the classifiers from visible images and thermal images
are similar. We extend the proposed thermal-augmented visible expression recognition method for partially unpaired data.
Instead of discarding unpaired data, we keep all available visible and thermal images to train the feature representations
and classifiers. We then use the paired data to further tune
the feature representations and classifiers through a similarity
constraint. We successfully exploit all the paired and unpaired
images for thermal-augmented visible expression classification. Experiments on benchmark databases demonstrate
the effectiveness and superior performance of our proposed
method for learning the visible facial representations and
expression classifier with thermal images as privileged information for both paired images and partially unpaired images.
Compared with related work, our contributions are as
follows.
First, we propose a novel visible expression recognition
method by using thermal IR data as privileged information. The thermal IR data, required only during training, are
explored to learn better visible facial representations and the
expression classifier jointly.
Second, we extend the proposed thermal-augmented visible expression recognition method for partially unpaired data.
Instead of discarding unpaired data, we successfully exploit
all the paired and unpaired images through keeping all available visible and thermal images to learn representations and
classifiers.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Current related work recognizes expressions from visible
facial images and videos. A comprehensive review of expression recognition from visible images can be found in [9]–[11].
Herein is a brief review of acquiring expression recognition
from thermal images by integrating thermal IR data with visible spectrum images. We also survey a related learning model
called multiview learning. Multiview learning requires data
from multiple sources during training and testing, while the
proposed thermal-augmented expression recognition method
requires thermal and visible images during training, but only
visible images during testing.
A. Expression Recognition From Thermal Images
Facial expression recognition in the thermal spectrum has
received relatively little attention compared to facial expression recognition in the visible spectrum [11]. Depending on the
wavelength, thermal IR images can be divided into short wave
IR images (950–1700 nm), medium wave IR images (3000–
5000 nm), and long wave IR images (LWIR, 8000–14000 nm).
In this analysis, we only consider expression recognition from
long wave IR images due to the vast heat energy emitted in
LWIR sub-bands.
Current research of thermal facial expression recognition primarily encompasses two steps: 1) feature extraction
and 2) classification. In feature extraction, most research
proposes using temperature features embedded in thermal
images. Wang et al. [7] proposed several statistical parameters,

including mean, standard deviation, minimum, and maximum,
as thermal features. Similarly, Pérez-Rosas et al. [12] used
several statistical parameters, such as average temperature,
overall minimum and maximum temperature, average of the
minimum and maximum temperature observed in each frame,
standard deviation, standard deviation for the minimum and
maximum temperature observed in each frame, and the difference between the minimum and the maximum temperature.
Liu and Yin [13] proposed a thermal video descriptor to
capture the information of both skin temperatures and head
motions using a bag-of-video-word model. Nguyen et al. [14]
adopted the temperature data of the whole face as the features. Jarlier et al. [3] calculated the representative temperature
maps by subtracting each temperature value of the images.
This was obtained at the apex from the spatially corresponding temperature image obtained at the end of the baseline.
Wesley et al. [6] first detected regions of interest (ROIs) at
13 fiducial regions on the critical faces evaluating all action
units (AUs), and then applied principal component analysis
(PCA) to extract the deviation from neutral expression at each
of the corresponding ROIs. Nhan and Chau [15] defined time,
frequency, and time-frequency features from the mean temperature time series of five ROIs in the periorbital, supraorbital
and nasal regions. Khan et al. [16] extracted the facial thermal features using the PCA from thermal intensity values.
Sharma et al. [17] proposed dynamic thermal patterns in histograms to capture thermal and spatio-temporal characteristics
associated in thermal videos. Wesley et al. [6] defined the representative temperature maps by subtracting each temperature
value of the image obtained at the apex from the spatially
corresponding temperature image obtained at the end of the
baseline.
In addition to defining specified thermal features, some
research adopts features that have been proposed for visible expression recognition. For example, Sharma et al. [17]
extracted local binary patterns on three orthogonal planes from
thermal videos. Yoshitomi et al. [4] used discrete cosine transformation to extract thermal features. Poursaberi et al. [18]
adopted a Gauss–Laguerre filter of circular harmonic wavelets
to extract features from thermal images. Hernandez et al. [19]
extracted texture features using the gray level co-occurrence
matrix. Other than using temperature features or hand-crafted
features designed for visible images, He et al. [5] proposed to
learn thermal features using the deep Boltzmann machine.
After feature extraction, classifiers should be trained.
Nguyen et al. [14] used the PCA eigen-space method based
on class-features (EMC), and the PCA-EMC method to classify five expressions (i.e., neutral, fear, anger, happiness, and
sadness) from facial temperatures. Jarlier et al. [3] adopted
the K-nearest neighbor model to classify nine AUs or AU
combinations and to differentiate their speed and strength of
contraction. Wesley et al. [6] employed a feed-forward multilayer perceptron to recognize eight AUs and AU combinations.
Nhan and Chau [15] distinguished baseline and affect states
using a Fisher linear discriminant analysis classifier trained
with feature subsets selected with a standard genetic algorithm.
Khan et al. [16] proposed to classify pretended and evoked
facial expressions using linear discriminants. Liu and Yin [13]
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and Hernandez et al. [19] adopted a support vector machine for
expression recognition. Pérez-Rosas et al. [12] classified positive, negative, and neutral affective states using the AdaBoost
classifier with decision stumps. All of these studies demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of thermal images for
expression recognition.

thermal representation to expressions. Deep networks are used
to learn representations and SVMs are used as classifiers.
Furthermore, we extend the proposed expression recognition
method for partially unpaired images due to the evidence
that thermal images and visible images may be not recorded
synchronously in some cases.

B. Expression Recognition by Fusing Thermal
Images and Visible Images

C. Multiview Learning

Our research indicates that facial expression recognition
using visible and IR images are currently underutilized in
the field. Yoshitomi et al. [2] proposed to classify five
expressions (i.e., anger, happiness, neutral, sadness, and surprise) through decision-level fusion of voices, visual, and IR
facial images. Wang et al. [7] proposed to fuse visible features and thermal features for facial expression recognition
from the decision and feature levels using Bayesian networks
and SVMs. Sharma et al. [17] proposed detecting stress by
feature-level fusion of visible and thermal videos using SVM.
Wesley et al. [6] provided a comparative analysis of facial
AU recognition from thermal videos, visual videos, and their
fusion. The aforementioned works demonstrate the promise of
fusing visible and thermal images to recognize expression and
emotion.
Currently, fusing thermal and visible images to facilitate
expression recognition requires two modalities during training
and testing. Although visible cameras are widely used, thermal
cameras are typically only available in laboratory situations
due to their high prices. Therefore, the use of thermal imaging for facial expression recognition in real-world situations
is questionable. Shi et al. [20] recently proposed a method of
expression recognition from visible images with the help of
thermal images, which are only available during training, but
not available during testing. A new visible feature space is
constructed using canonical correlation analysis (CCA) with
the help of thermal images. An SVM is adopted as the classifier on the constructed visible feature space. Their proposed
method integrates thermal images and visible images to learn
a new representation of visible images during training. The
new representation is expected to be more discriminative for
expression recognition. Thermal images are only required during training to construct better visible image representation.
During testing, only visible images are available. Their proposed method uses thermal images as privileged information.
This maximizes the impact of thermal images and recognizes expression in real-world situations without increasing
equipment cost.
Although the constructed representation reflects thermal
IR images supplementary role for visible images, it has no
direct relationship to target expression labels. To address
this, we propose a new thermal augmented expression recognition method. This recognition method utilizes thermal
images to construct a better representation and better classifier for expression recognition from visible images. This is
accomplished by jointly refining the learned representations
and classifiers using the similarity constraint on the mapping functions from visible representation to expressions and

The proposed thermal enhanced expression recognition
method jointly optimizes image representations and classifiers
from visible images and thermal images. This method models
the inherent dependencies between thermal images and visible
images for expression recognition performance improvement
during training. During testing, the proposed thermal enhanced
expression recognition method classifies expressions from visible images only. This method is related to multiview learning,
which requires data from multiple sources during both training and testing. Comprehensive surveys on multiview learning
can be found in [21] and [22].
One mainstream multiview learning algorithm is to locate
common spaces of multiviews by synthesizing every views
relevant information for classification. This is also referred to
as multiview dimensionality reduction. CCA is a popular subset method that aims to find two bases, one for each view,
that are optimal with respect to maximum correlations [23].
CCA is a way of measuring the linear relationship between
two views. Kernel CCA (KCCA) is proposed after to extend
CCA from the linear change to the nonlinear change by leveraging kernel method during CCA transformation [24]. Due to
the recent emergence of big data and success of deep learning,
several deep neural network (DNN)-based multiview representation learning algorithms are proposed. The training criteria
of DNN-based multiview representation learning can be classified into two categories: learn representations in two views
that are maximally correlated, and learn a compact representation that best reconstructs the inputs. The first category, learn
representations in two views that are maximally correlated,
involves deep CCA (DCCA) [25], which is a DNN version
of CCA [26]. DCCA aims to learn feature representations of
two views which are maximally correlated by applying DNNs
as a nonlinear function to model real world data accurately
through extracting high level representations [27]. DCCA has
been proved more accurate than KCCA in nonlinear transformation tasks [26]. The other category of DNN-based multiview
representation learning is to learn a compact representation
that best reconstructs the inputs, such as multimodal deep
belief network [28] and multimodal deep Boltzmann machine
(MMDBM) [29].
Another platform of multiview learning is multiview supervised learning [21]. Unlike multiview dimensionality reduction, which leans subspace jointly from multiple views and
ignores target labels, multiview supervised learning algorithms train classifiers from multiple views simultaneously.
SVM2K is a typical method that globally optimizes two distinct SVMs, one in each of the two views, by using slack
variables to measure the amount incongruent points between
two predictions.
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Framework of our proposed approach.

Instead of directly adopting current multiview learning
methods by using two view data during training and one
view data during testing, we propose a new thermal enhanced
expression recognition method from visible images. We learn
two DNNs for visible images and thermal images, respectively,
and use the learned feature representation to train SVMs for
expression classification. DNNs and SVMs are then refined by
constraining the similar outputs of the SVMs. This proposed
method of exploring thermal images as privileged information
during training learns better representations and classifiers for
expression recognition from visible images.

III. T HERMAL -AUGMENTED E XPRESSION
R ECOGNITION
The framework of our approach is summarized in Fig. 1.
Features are extracted from both thermal images and visible
images by DNNs. During training, the expression classifier
from visible images and the expression classifier from thermal
images are jointly trained through the similarity constraint.
During testing, the expression label of a visible facial image
is predicted using only the DNN and the SVM classifier from
visible images.

A. Problem Statement
We developed a method for expression recognition by using
two views of data, i.e., visible images and thermal images, to
represent the same category of expressions. Denote v ∈ R|V|
and t ∈ R|T| as visible and thermal image data, respectively,
where |V| and |T| represent dimension of visible and thermal
image data. We assume two different categories of expressions,
labeled as y ∈ {−1, 1}. The training data consists of visible
image, thermal image and the corresponding facial expression
labels, denoted as D = {vl , rl , yl }Ll=1 , where L is the number
of samples in training set. Our goal is training a predictive
classifier by using thermal IR data as privileged information
for the training set D, and making a likely prediction for an
unknown testing sample x = {v}, which only contains visible
view data.

B. General Solution
Within our two view expression recognition method, two
duplicated network structures are applied for visible and thermal view, respectively. There are mainly two components for
the network structure in each data view. The first component
is a DNN used for feature extraction. The second component
is a simple classifier used for making predictions. In order
to combine the two separated structures together, a similarity constraint is imposed on the outputs of the two classifiers.
This dictates that their outputs are similar values. We will
discuss feature extraction, classifiers, and similarity constraint
in the following sections. We will then introduce the general
objective function of the proposed thermal enhanced visible
expression recognition.
1) Feature Extraction: The DNN consists of multiple layers of restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM). We adopt two
deep networks for nonlinearly transforming two views of data:
1) visible image data and 2) thermal image data. As shown
in Fig. 1, the output of deep networks can be computed
layer by layer through a series of nonlinear functions. In
the deep network for visible image data, t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T}
represents the index of layers of the network, nvt represents the number of nodes at tth layer. For an input sample
vl ∈ R|V| (l = 1, . . . , L), nv represents the number of input
nodes. Output of the first layer of the network can be comv
puted as h1v,l = s(wv1 , vl  + bv1 ) ∈ Rn1 , where {wv1 , bv1 } are
parameters of the first layer of deep network for the first view
A
of data, s : R|V| → Rn1 is the nonlinear function of the transformation. hv1 is the input of the second layer of the network.
The output of the second layer can be computed similarly. The
v,l
final layer hTv,l is obtained as: hTv,l = s(<wvT , hT−1
>+bvT ) ∈ nvT ,
v,l
where hT is the learned representation of visible image data
and can be computed as the final projection. The deep network
for thermal image data is similarly calculated by replacing v
r r
into r, and hr,l
T = f (xl ) can be computed as the final projection. The outputs of the top layers, hvT and hrT , can be viewed
as the abstract feature representation because they are obtained
by nonlinear transformation through layers.
2) Classification: A simple classifier is applied to the deep
network. This simple classifier takes extracted features, i.e.,
the top layer of DNN, as its input and outputs the final
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prediction. The proposed method can use an arbitrary classifier, which generally first projects input into a real value,
fx : R|X| → R, and then outputs the prediction by a decision
function, dx : R → {−1, 1}. Denote lossv (y, ŷ) and lossr (y, ŷ)
as the loss function of the two classifiers of visible and thermal
views, respectively. The function of the two classifiers projects
feature representation hvT and hrT into real values fv (hvT ) and
fr (hrT ).
3) Two Views Similarity Constraint: At this point we find
the prediction of the two views of data fv (hvT ) and fr (hrT ). We
assume their classification information are similar since they
are projections of the same expression category. Motivated by
Farquhar et al.’s [30] work, we introduce a similar constraint
of fv (hvT ) and fr (hrT ) to refine the performance of the related
classifiers. The similarity constraint of fv (hvT ) and fr (hrT ) can
be expressed as
  v
 
fv h − fr hr  ≤ ηl + 
(1)
T
T
where, ηl is the slack variable to measure the amount that lth
sample fails to meet  similarity between projection fv (hvT ) and
fr (hrT ).
4) General Objective Function: To evaluate model effectiveness, three aspects must be considered at the same time:
1) the loss of visible classifier; 2) the loss of thermal classifier; and 3) the similarity constraint. A successful model must
meet these three conditions. First, the model must be able to
make an accurate prediction for the visible view because it is
the main task of expression recognition. Second, the model
must be able to make an accurate prediction for the thermal view. Thermal images are used as privileged information.
A good prediction from thermal images can help to improve
the performance of visible view classification. Third, the similarity constraint must be imposed on the outputs of the two
views. These two networks are interactive during the training
phase. Combined together, the objective function of the whole
structure is defined as
F(v , r ) = Cv

L


L


 

 
lossv yl , fv hvT + Cr
lossr yl , fr hrT

l=1
L


l=1

  v
 2
fv hT − fr hrT

+D

(2)

l=1

where v and r are parameters of the two network structures,
and Cv , Cr , D control the weights of visible classifier’s loss,
thermal classifier’s loss, and similarity constraint.

of the output of deep networks




Sv = wvS , hvT + bvS ; Sr = wrS , hrT + brS

where wvS , bvS , wrS , and brS denotes weights and biases of the
added layer of deep networks. These are also parameters of the
SVM classifier for both views of data. We define the constraint
of similarity between Sv and Sr as
 v

S − S r  ≤ ηl
(4)
where ηl is slack variable that measures the amount of
dissimilarity of sample l from two views.
Combining the similarity constraint defined above and SVM
constraint, the optimization of our model is expressed as
min L =

v ,r


 
1
wv 2 + 1 wr 2
S 2
2
2 S 2
L
L
L



 v 2
 r 2
ξl + C r
ξl + D
+ Cv
(ηl )2

l=1
l=1

 l=1
s.t. Sv − Sr  ≤ ηl , yl · Sv ≥ 1 − ξlv
yl · Sr ≥ 1 − ξlr , ξlv ≥ 0, ξlr ≥ 0, ηl ≥ 0
all for 1 ≤ l ≤ L

(5)

where v = {θ v , wvS , bvS } and r = {θ r , wrS , brS } are parameters of the extended deep networks, ξlv , ξlr are slack variable
of common SVMs, and ηl is the slack for similarity constraint.
According to [32], using squared slacks is slightly better, thus
in (5) we use (ξlv )2 , (ξlr )2 , and (ηl )2 instead. By substituting the slack variables from the constraint into the objective
function, (5) can be rewritten as the minimization of
F(v , r ) =

L


 
1
wv 2 + 1 wr 2 + Cv
1 − yl · Sv
2 S 2 2 S 2

2
+

l=1

+C

r

L


2
1 − yl · Sr +

L

 v
2
S − Sr
+D

l=1

(6)

l=1

where [·]+ is the hinge function.
Back propagation is used for optimization. The key is to
compute the gradient of objective function, (6), with respect to
all weight and bias parameters at each layer of deep networks,
including the added layer. For parameters corresponding to
visible view, the gradient of objective function (6) to the
weight and bias at the top layer (SVM parameters) can be
computed as
∂F ∂Sv
∂F
=
·
= wvS + δSv · hvT
∂wvS
∂Sv ∂wvS
∂F
∂F ∂Sv
= v · v = δSv · 1
v
∂bS
∂S ∂bS

C. Deep Two-View Support Vector Machine
We adopt the maximum margin classifier SVM upon the
DNN, which is similar to the framework in [31] and use deep
network for representation learning for each view of data.
By introducing a similarity constraint, the proposed method
optimizes image representations and SVM classifiers for both
views of data simultaneously. The proposed method is referred
to as deep two-view SVM. We add a layer at the top of each
deep network containing one node, denoted as Sv and Sr ,
shown in Fig. 1. The value of Sv and Sr is linear combination

(3)

(7)

where δSv is the backward error at the top layers that will be
passed to previous layer, and 1 is an all-encompassing vector
δSv =

∂F
= −2Cv · Y × 1 − Y × Sv
∂Sv

+



+ 2D · Sv − Sr .
(8)
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For other layers, the gradients can be computed with a
normal back propagation algorithm
 ∂F ∂htv,l
∂F
=
·
v
v
∂wt
∂htv,l ∂wt
L

(9)

l=1

all for t = 1, . . . , T. For parameters corresponding to thermal
image data, all derivatives are similar.
All deep network parameters are initialized through a
“pretraining” process using contrastive divergence algorithm,
according to [33]. Weights of SVM are randomly initialized. During testing, the decision function of our model is
d(x) = sign(f (x)), where f (x) can be estimated using both
views or any one of them. The proposed method is formulated
for binary classification, and can be extended for multiclass
problems using the one-vs-rest approach.
D. Extension to Partially Unpaired Visible and
Thermal Data
Visible images and thermal images may be not always collected synchronously. We extend the proposed method for
partially unpaired visible and thermal images to account for
this. Suppose we have a dataset including paired samples and
unpaired samples. There are three portions in the dataset,
(1) (1) L1
which are paired samples denoted as D1 = {v(1)
l , rl , yl }l=1 ,
(2) (2) 2
and
visible unpaired samples denoted as D2 = {vl , yl }Ll=1
(3) (3) L3
thermal unpaired samples denoted as D3 = {rl , yl }l=1 . Both
paired and unpaired samples are used for extracting features
by DNN during pretraining phase. During back propagation
phase, only paired samples are used for fine-tuning. Thus, we
have an objective function shown as
F(v , r ) =

L

 

1
(1)
wv 2 + 1 wr 2 + Cv
1 − yl · S(1)v
S 2
S 2
2
2
l=1

+ Cr

L

l=1

(1)

1 − yl

· S(1)r

2
+

+D

L


2
+

S(1)v − S(1)r

2

.

l=1

(10)
Compared to (6), samples involved in (10) are only paired
ones. The superscript (1) of a variable means that it is related
(1) (1) (1) 1
to paired samples D1 = {vl , rl , yl }Ll=1
.
In the back propagation algorithm, the backward error at
the top layers is slightly modified from (8)
δSv =

∂F
= −2Cv · Y (1) × 1 − Y (1) × S(1)v
∂S(1)v

+ 2D · S(1)v − S(1)r .

+

(11)

After the model is fine-tuned, only visible data are used
for computing the performance during testing phase. Although
there are fewer available paired samples for fine-tuning, a large
number of unpaired samples for pretraining remain. This guarantees appropriate features can be learned by DNN and achieve
good performance.
The aforementioned discussion details how expression
recognition with paired data can be regarded as a special case
of expression recognition with partially unpaired data. When
the unpaired sample sets are empty, the former is equal to

Algorithm 1 Expression Recognition for Partially Unpaired
Visible and Thermal Data
(1) (1) (1) 1
Input: paired training samples D1 = {vl , rl , yl }Ll=1
(2) (2) 2
unpaired visible training samples D2 = {vl , yl }Ll=1
(3) (3) L3
unpaired thermal training samples D3 = {rl , yl }l=1
visible testing sample x = {v}
Output: Optimal networks fv and fr
Prediction of the testing sample d(x)
pre-training phase
1. Pre-train the DNN of visible view layer by layer with
data D1 and D2 .
2. Pre-train the DNN of thermal view layer by layer with
data D1 and D3 .
back propagation phase
1. Minimise the objective function Eq.10 with pre-trained
parameters v , r and data D1 by gradient descent.
2. Output networks fv and fr with optimal parameters ∗v
and ∗r .
testing phase
Output the prediction of the visible testing sample x by
decision function d(x) = sign(fv (x)).

the latter. The algorithm of our proposed model for partially
unpaired visible and thermal data are outlined in Algorithm 1.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
A. Experimental Condition
One known work utilizes thermal image data as privileged
information to help facial expression recognition from visible
images, mentioned in Section I. Shi et al. [20] proposed using
CCA to construct visible features with the help of thermal
images, and adopting SVM as a classifier to recognize expressions from visible images. Their experiments were conducted
on the NVIE database and the Equinox database. The number
of image samples adopted in their experiments is insufficient
for deep model training. Instead of using identical data, we
conducted experiments of laughter versus speech and laughter versus posed laughter discrimination from images on the
MAHNOB laughter database [34] to validate the effectiveness
of the proposed method.
The MAHNOB laughter database consists of audio, visible
videos and thermal videos of spontaneous laughter from 22
subjects captured while the subjects watched funny video clips.
Subjects were additionally asked to produce posed laughter
and to speak in their native language, which were recorded via
visible and thermal videos. Since the MAHNOB database does
not provide visible and thermal images for other expressions
except for laughter, we cannot conduct on expression recognition on this database. In our experiment, two subdatasets were
used: 1) the laughter versus speech dataset and 2) the laughter versus posed laughter dataset. The lack of thermal videos
of three subjects in laughter versus speech dataset and eight
subjects in the laughter versus posed laughter dataset led us to
select paired visible and thermal videos. Nineteen and 14 subjects from the laughter versus speech dataset and the laughter
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versus posed laughter dataset were selected for the laughter
versus speech discrimination and the laughter versus posed
laughter discrimination, respectively. Image samples were collected by selecting synchronized visible and thermal frames.
We then located the facial area for every frame in the visible
and thermal videos using the face detection algorithm implemented in OpenCV [35]. Facial images were converted to gray
scale and resized to 28 × 28. We adopted a down-sampling
for subjects whose ratio of negative samples to positive samples was greater than two to balance the data. As a result,
8252 positive class laughter images and 12 914 negative class
speech images were obtained from the laughter versus speech
dataset. 2124 positive class laughter images and 1437 negative
class posed-laughter images were obtained from the laughter versus posed laughter dataset. We conducted the laughter
versus speech discrimination experiment and the spontaneous
laughter versus posed laughter discrimination experiment.
In the experiments, we set the network structure of visible images as the same as that of thermal images, and used
two hidden layers. We kept the weight of visible classifiers
loss Cv equal to the weight of thermal classifiers loss Cr . The
model selection was adopted to determine hyper parameters.
Specifically, the number of hidden units, the weight of visible
classifiers loss Cv , the weight of thermal classifiers loss Cr and
the weight of similarity constraint D were all determined by
grid search. A leave-one-subject-out cross-validation methodology was adopted. Accuracy and F1-score were employed as
performance metrics.
We evaluated the proposed method for totally paired data by
comparing the proposed thermal augmented expression recognition method with two methods that recognize visible images
only. One uses SVM to directly recognize expressions from
visible images. The other adopts DNN to learn visible image
representation with SVM as the classifier. We compared the
proposed method with several state-of-the-art multiview learning algorithms, including SVM2K, MMDBM, DCCA, and
DCCAE. For MMDBM, DCCA, and DCCAE, with SVM used
as the classifier. For the four multiview learning algorithms,
the codes provided by Srivastava and Salakhutdinov [29],
Farquhar et al. [30], and Wang et al. [25] were adopted. The
four multiview learning algorithms are notably used as learning with privileged information. This requires both thermal
images and visible images during training. Only visible images
are used during testing.
For experiments with partially unpaired data, both paired
and unpaired images were used for pretraining, while only
paired images were used for fine-tuning. All of the selected
samples from the MAHNOB laughter database were paired.
We simulated unpaired data by splitting a paired sample
{vi , ri , yi } into two unpaired samples, i.e., {vi , yi } and {ri , yi }.
The split samples were exclusively used for pretraining. The
ratio of the unpaired data was set to 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and
50%, respectively. Each experiment with a certain unpaired
sample ratio was repeated ten times. The mean, variance of
the accuracy, and F1-score were employed as performance
metrics.
We evaluated the proposed thermal augmented expression
recognition from visible images for partially unpaired data by
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Fig. 2.

Impact of D on performance.

comparing the proposed method with the method that discards
all unpaired data and uses our identical network structure. We
compared the proposed method with the method that recognizes expressions from visible images using only DNN and
SVM. In the single view recognition experiments all the visible images were used to pretrain the DNN model, but only the
visible images with corresponding thermal images were used
to fine tune the SVM classifier and DNN.
B. Experimental Results and Analysis for Paired Data
1) Performance Versus Similarity Constraint: As shown
in (6), D is a critical parameter, since it represents the weight
of similarity constraint, and control the interaction between
two networks during training. Theoretically, if D is equal to
0, the network of visible images and that of thermal images
do not interact with each other. Thus, thermal network cannot help visible network for classification. If D is very larger,
the similar constrain may be too strong to obtain good performance. We further experimentally analyze the impact of D to
classification performance as shown in Fig. 2.
From Fig. 2, we find that when D gradually increases, the
performance goes up at an early stage. After D is larger than
the optimal value, the performance degenerates quickly. This
observation is consistent with the theoretical analysis.
2) Analyses of Expression Recognition: Experimental
results of the laughter versus speech recognition and the spontaneous laughter versus posed laughter recognition from paired
data are shown in Tables I and II, respectively.
We obtain the following observations from Tables I and II.
The proposed method performs more accurately and has
a higher F1-score compared to the two methods that recognize expressions from visible images only. Specifically, the
accuracy of our proposed method in the laughter versus posed
laughter discrimination is 17.50% and 1.57% higher than the
SVM and single view structure with only visible data, respectively. SVM trains a simple classifier with raw pixel values
of visible images as its input. In single view using DNN
with SVM, features are extracted by DNN in the pretraining
phase instead of using raw pixel values directly. Conversely
the proposed method extracts features from both visible and
thermal views by DNNs and fine-tunes features by training
two networks simultaneously. Thermal data are viewed as
privileged information and assist the visible network to construct better features through a similarity constraint between
outputs of two SVMs. The proposed method achieves better
performance than two methods with visible images only. This
demonstrates that the proposed thermal augmented expression
recognition method can effectively exploit thermal IR images
supplementary role for visible facial expression recognition
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TABLE I
R ESULTS OF THE L AUGHTER V ERSUS S PEECH D ISCRIMINATION (W ITH L AUGHTER
A S A P OSITIVE C LASS AND S PEECH A S A N EGATIVE C LASS )

TABLE II
R ESULTS OF THE L AUGHTER V ERSUS P OSED L AUGHTER D ISCRIMINATION (W ITH L AUGHTER
A S A P OSITIVE C LASS AND P OSED L AUGHTER A S A N EGATIVE C LASS )

during training, thereby obtaining better facial representations
and a better visible expression classifier.
The proposed method also performs more accurately and
has a higher F1-score compared to four state-of-the-art multiview methods. Specifically, the accuracy of our proposed
method in the laughter versus posed laughter discrimination is
13.14%, 23.03%, 20.47%, and 17.25% higher than SVM2K,
MMDBM, DCCA, and DCCAE, respectively. SVM2K trains
classifiers for recognition directly and it is unable to capture
complex structures in visible and thermal images the way a
deep network can. MMDBM learns feature representation in
the common space of two views and tries to minimize the average reconstruction error of the data in an unsupervised manner.
The average reconstruction error is a poor metric to evaluate
whether the features are suitable or not. DCCA/DCCAE captures relations between visible and thermal images. Feature
representations learned by DCCA/DCCAE are not specific
enough for expression recognition. Compared with these four
multiview methods, the proposed method is able to learn feature representation by complex nonlinear transformations of
two views, and then refine the feature by training deep networks and SVMs simultaneously with the supervision of target
expression labels.
SVM2K further outperforms three state-of-the-art multiview
methods. In laughter versus posed laughter discrimination,
the accuracy of SVM2K is 9.89%, 7.33%, and 4.11% higher
than MMDBM, DCCA, and DCCAE, respectively. SVM2K
focuses on training a classifier for recognition directly in a
supervised manner. MMDBM, DCCA, and DCCAE only learn
feature representation without considering labels. It is more
important in the expression recognition tasks to consider the
relationship between the two views of data and labels. SVM2K
performs better than the other three multiview methods in this
distinction.
We see better performance in the former experiment for
the laughter versus speech and laughter versus posed laughter

discrimination tasks. It is evidently easier to capture the difference between laughter and speech. With respect to the laughter
versus posed laughter discrimination task, the only difference
between the two classes is spontaneous and posed laughter,
which is harder to classify.
3) Analyses of the Learned Representations: We further
demonstrated the effectiveness of features learned by DNN
by investigating and visualizing the learned features of the
data in 2-D plots with PCA. Three visualizations of feature
space were evaluated: the feature space of input images, the
top layer of pretraining DNN and the top layer of fine-tuning
DNN. For each feature space, there are two kinds of visualization plots. One is a 2-D plot with respect to all samples
tagged with its target labels and shows the distribution of two
kinds of samples in a specific feature space. The other is a
2-D plot with respect to the samples tagged with subject IDs,
showing the variance of different individuals. In the latter 2-D
plot each subject ID is printed at the centroid of its samples.
The visualizations given in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively, show
that in the feature space of raw data, samples labeled by
two classes are naturally blended together. This demonstrates
the difficulty of recognition tasks. Centroids of different subjects are dispersive, indicating a high variance of individuals.
In the feature space learned by pretraining DNN, samples
labeled by two classes are still blended. This is due to the
unsupervised method of pretraining that excludes true label
information. Compared with raw data space, samples with
different subjects begin to blend slightly, though outliers are
present. Samples with different subjects tend to be more clustered in feature space learned by fine-tuning DNN. In visible
and thermal views samples with different classes are clearly
separated. The plot demonstrates that the proposed deep twoview support vector machine learns facial representations that
are discriminative to expression recognition and robust to individual variance. These features are beneficial to our top SVM
classifiers and promote better recognition performance.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 3. PCA visualizations of the laughter versus speech dataset. (a) Visible view raw data. (b) Thermal view raw data. (c) Visible view pretraining DNN
features. (d) Thermal view pretraining DNN features. (e) Visible view fine-tuning DNN features. (f) Thermal view fine-tuning DNN features.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 4. PCA visualizations on the laughter versus posed laughter dataset. (a) Visible view raw data. (b) Thermal view raw data. (c) Visible view pretraining
DNN features. (d) Thermal view pretraining DNN features. (e) Visible view fine-tuning DNN features. (f) Thermal view fine-tuning DNN features.

4) Analyses of the Misclassified Samples: Although the
proposed method achieves good performance on expression
recognition, it still misclassifies some samples. To analyze the

root cause of the failure cases of the proposed method, we
manually checked the misclassified samples, and found that
most of them are difficult to discriminate from images. Take
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TABLE III
C OMPARISON R ESULTS OF O UR P ROPOSED M ETHOD W ITH R ELATED W ORKS

TABLE IV
R ESULTS OF L AUGHTER V ERSUS S PEECH D ISCRIMINATION W ITH PARTIALLY U NPAIRED DATA

Fig. 5.

Challenging samples from the laughter versus speech dataset.

laughter versus speech discrimination for example, some challenging samples are speaking samples, but the shape of the
subject’s month look as if the subject is really laughing, as
shown in Fig. 5. Although the proposed method successfully
explores thermal images to help discriminate laughter versus
speech from visible images in most cases, for these challenging samples, we may require extra modality, such as audio, to
distinguish.
5) Comparison With Related Works: Experiments conducted on the MAHNOB laughter database are primarily for
the laughter versus speech discrimination using both audio
and visual information. Therefore, we have to compare the
proposed method with related work that uses different data
channels. The comparison is only for reference due to different architectures and different data channels. In Table III,
we compare our results with three related works: [34], [36],
and [37]. In these three works facial point information for
visual data and Mel frequency cepstral coefficients for audio
data were extracted for classification. They differ only in their
classification methods. Neural network, bimodal log-linear
regression, and prediction-based fusion methods were applied,
respectively.
Compared with the performance of the first three rows in
Table III, the recognition accuracy and F1-score of our method
excels. Visual and audio features in the alternate methods are
hand-crafted and typically limited. Conversely, our features
are first extracted by DNN and then are fine-tuned in the back
propagation phase. These stable features are more suitable for
expression recognition tasks.
In the experiments of related works, a sample is composed
of a paired audio and video episode. We used a paired visual

and thermal frame as a sample in our experiment. Although the
proposed method does not leverage audio signals and temporal
information for the laughter versus speech discrimination as
the related work did, the proposed method still outperformed
the related works. This demonstrates that thermal images can
be used to help discriminate laughter versus speech from visible images rather than audio signals. While the proposed
method requires thermal and visible images during training, it
exclusively requires visible images during testing. The compared related works require audio and video during both
training and testing. Our proposed method is more practical
and requires less information during testing.

C. Experimental Results and Analyses for
Partially Unpaired Data
Experimental results of expression recognition with partially
unpaired data are shown in Tables IV and V with respect to
the laughter versus speech and laughter versus posed laughter
discrimination. From the results, we can find the following
observations.
In two expression recognition tasks, the proposed method
outperforms the single-view structure in accuracy and
F1-score. In the single-view method only visible data were
used for classification, resulting in a limited top SVM classifier. When we compared our proposed method with the
single-view method, we found that thermal data are used as
privileged information. This impacts the visible SVM classifier through the similarity constraint between the outputs of
two SVMs. Our method performs better in this case.
The proposed method outperforms the same network structure with only paired samples in the majority of cases. In
the paired-only method with a higher unpaired sample ratio,
fewer paired samples can be used for pretraining. Paired and
unpaired samples used for pretraining are not influenced by
the unpaired sample ratio. This is due to the fact that paired
and unpaired samples are always used in the training set. This
proves that including more samples in the pretraining phase
will result in more robust features learned by DNNs, enhancing
performance in this currently unsupervised method.
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TABLE V
R ESULTS OF L AUGHTER V ERSUS P OSED L AUGHTER D ISCRIMINATION W ITH PARTIALLY U NPAIRED DATA

The performance of the three methods in both expression
recognition tasks generally decreases with higher unpaired
sample ratios. This is a reasonable outcome to expect when
fewer available samples are used for both pretraining and
back propagation phases. With higher unpaired sample ratios,
the performance of the two views structure decreases drastically while performance of the other two methods decreases
marginally. More samples used for pretraining can compensate
for fewer samples used for back propagation.
V. C ONCLUSION
We propose a deep two-view learning approach for expression recognition aided by IR images. Visible and thermal facial
images represent two expression views. Feature representation
requires two deep networks trained for visible and thermal
image data. Two support vector machines are trained for classification. Layer-wise RBM training method is applied during
deep network pretraining. Deep network refining and SVM
parameter learning are integrated into a single optimization
problem through the similarity constraint between outputs of
two SVMs. Thermal image data are used as privileged information to help expression recognition fine tune visible image
data. During testing, only visible image data are used for classification. The proposed approach is extended to utilize paired
and unpaired images. Experimental results on the MAHNOB
laughter database demonstrate that the proposed method can
capture relationships among two view data and their labels,
and can effectively recognize expressions on visible images.
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